
SMALL ESSAY ON COLOURS

Article shared by. Short Essay for kids on The World of Colours. Colour has been an inseparable part of man's existence
from times immemorial. When colour.

Ramanar tuition centre for class 1 describe in india. It is ubiquitous. Men from the nearby Nandgaon, visit
Barsana where women would hit them with sticks, traditionally called lathis in Hindi. Use of cheap synthetic
colours, results in a number of ailments, ranging from a mild skin rash to as serious as cancer. The colour Holi
is played on second day morning. Conclusion Holi is the festival which spreads love, brotherhood, harmony
and happiness and symbolizes the victory of good over evil. Holi is the festival which spreads love and
harmony among people. History of the Festival Long ago, there was a devil king, Hiranyakashyap. Color has
been around before dinosaurs, and before that, and what ever was before that, so whenever that was color was
there. If the color white is not accented with some other colors and shades it can make a home feel very dull
and boring. The custom of visiting friends and relatives continues for over a week. Celebrated in the Phalgun
month, the festival marks the arrival of spring and the end of winter. A custom of using naturally derived
colours is developing and is being practiced widely. Dahi Vada is another Holi delicacy which has its roots in
northern India. It is celebrated every year especially by the people of Hindu religion as a very important
festival. So familiar with happiness. Special preparations are done for this day like arrangements of sweets,
chips, namkeen, dahi bade, pani puri, papadi, etc. Unfortunately the color white can be a difficult color to
decorate with if it is not used properly throughout the home. Nowadays, in all these languages, the original
grue term has been restricted to blue, and a separate green term is used. And although our eyes can perceive
thousands of colours, the way we communicate about colour â€” and the way we use colour in our everyday
lives â€” means we have to carve this huge variety up into identifiable, meaningful categories. Natural colours
when enter soil or water resources do not pollute them like the synthetic colours do. It is in fact also called- the
festival of colours. People see colours differently according to the way their language categorises them. India,
but we should very carefull during playing holi in a synthesis essay in the vocabulary of its cultivated land
under roses. Russian , Greek , Turkish and many other languages also have two separate terms for blue â€”
one referring exclusively to darker shades, and one referring to lighter shades. It is a well-known fact that
color influences mood and feeling in common experience, however, the field of color psychology is still not
well understood. He was the father of Prahlad and brother of Holika. Kids of the house enjoy this day by
throwing colour filled balloons to each other or using pichakari. Conclusion Holi is a festival of colour,
celebrated with fun and joy. True joy is a matter of soul rather than the body. There will always be an infinite
amount of color because blending colors makes new colors and blending those colors makes, you get the
point.


